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1. Introduction
Heavy ion induced damage in crystalline Si has been extensively studied for the last several
decades. It has been experimentally ascertained that if the damage level in the collision
(sub)cascade volume exceeds some threshold value, an amorphous zone in a crystalline
matrix can be created (see, e.g., Refs.[l-5]).

Such amorphous zones (a-zones) have been directly observed by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) for the low dose heavy ion bombardment of Si at relatively low
temperatures (at room temperature and below). Such a-zones in a surrounding crystalline
matrix are also expected to be formed during ion bombardment at elevated temperatures (T ~
200-550 °C), but their direct post-implantation observation is difficult because of dynamic
annealing of displacement damage during implantation. Dynamic annealing can occur via
both direct thermal and ion beam assisted processes. These processes are rather effective since
the annealing temperatures for a-zones have been shown to be much lower than those required
for crystallization at a planar amorphous-crystalline (a/c) interface for thermal [2,5,6] and ion
beam induced crystallization [4,7-10]. This reduction of the annealing temperature has been
successfully explained on the basis of the additional driving force available for crystallization
from the derivative of the surface free-energy density of a curved phase boundary [11-13].

Although a lot of work has been undertaken to understand the formation and stabilization of
a-zones in Si, very little effort has been made to study their thermal and, especially, ion /
electron beam induced evolution.

Isolated amorphous zone evolution during direct thermal annealing has been theoretically
studied based on a modified Gibbs-Thomson approach [11-13] and by molecular dynamics
simulation [14]. However, the consideration of ion beam mediated annealing has remained a
matter of uncertainty, particularly as to the micro-mechanism of non-equilibrium ion beam
induced crystallization and the inapplicability of purely thermodynamic approaches. For
example, molecular dynamics simulations are questionable due to the long time scale of
dynamic annealing processes and the large number of atoms in the collision cascades
produced by high energy ions. Furthermore, ion beam induced a-zone growth which is
expected to occur for certain implant conditions (low sample temperature and high ion flux)
has not yet been studied.

In this report a-zone evolution in Si is considered based on a point defect diffusion model for
ion beam induced crystallization and amorphization in Si [15,16] modified to take into
account purely thermal annealing and the additional interfacial driving force for
crystallization. In addition, the previously unconsidered problem of determination of the a-
zone size distribution under different implant conditions is addressed and solved for a
possible case of a-zone annealing behavior. Possible experiments necessary to test this
theoretical treatment are also proposed.

Although in the present study the main emphasis will be on the a-zone evolution in crystalline
Si during ion bombardment, the developed formalism can be applied as well to a more general
problem of grain evolution in two phase elemental systems and especially to the crystalline
zone evolution in an amorphous matrix [17].
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2. Isolated Zone Evolution
In the present discussion all a-zones are assumed to be spherical and amorphous, i.e.,
homogeneous regardless of the real structure, defect types and concentrations in amorphous
Si [18]. Of interest is the time dependence of the a-zone radius dr/dt, which is assumed to
consist of direct thermal annealing (drldtf and ion beam mediated crystallization /
amorphization (dr/dtfon terms: dr/dt = (dr/dtf + (dr/dt)ion.

Based on the simple model [15,16], the ion beam induced amorphous-crystalline phase
transition rate is proportional to a linear superposition of the point defect fluxes from the
crystalline part of the structure to the a/c interface. If the activation energies for defect
migration are higher than those for defect recombination at the a/c interface - an assumption
which is not unreasonable - the model [15,16] yields:

(dr/dt)ion = - (Xi (T)/(2-r), for r>r0, (1)

where r0 is a minimum a-zone radius; the coefficient cti depends on the irradiation conditions
(ion species and energy, temperature, beam flux) determining the quasi-stationary
concentrations of point defects during ion bombardment. It is interesting to note that the
possible dependence of the a/c interface recombination rates for point defects on the a-zone
radius due to the additional interfacial driving force does not influence the form of Eq. (1),
which is determined by the diffusion limited radius dependence of the point defect
concentrations at a spherical a/c interface.

Based on a modified Gibbs-Thomson formalism [11-13], the direct thermal annealing rate can
be described as (dr/dtf = - [(3(7) + a2(T)/(2-r)], where (3(7) is a radius independent term
corresponding to thermal crystallization at a planar a/c interface. Because we are interested in
crystallization at relatively low temperatures (T < 500 °C) when direct thermal crystallization
at a planar a/c interface in Si is almost negligible, but thermal shrinkage of amorphous
inclusions with curved a/c boundaries does take place [2,5,6], the following annealing law
will be assumed: (dr/dtf = - OC2(7)/(2T).

Therefore, the final a-zone radius behavior can be written as

dr/dt = (dr/dtf + (dr/dtfn = -a(7)/(2-r), (2)

where a = ai + 0C2. It is interesting to note that dr/dt has the same dependence on the a-zone
radius, r, for both direct thermal and ion beam assisted regimes. The Eq. (2) leads to the
following evolution expression for a spherical a-zone during ion bombardment:

r(i) = [r(Qf-a(T)-i\m, (3)

where a > 0 corresponds to a-zone shrinkage and a < 0 to its growth. For large r(0), the a-
zone radius linearly depends on the irradiation dose:

r(f) ~ r(0) - [a(7)/(2-r(0))K for r(0)2 » a(T)-t. (4)

Although general features of the obtained dr/dt expression - the zones with smaller radii
anneal faster than those with bigger ones - is consistent with the results of the semi-
quantitative TEM study of amorphous zone evolution during room temperature 60 keV He+

ion bombardment reported by Abroyan and Nikulina [8,9], to the present author's knowledge,
no direct measurements of r(t) dependence have yet been done during elevated temperature
ion bombardment, and, therefore, the preceding analysis cannot yet be verified.

On the other hand, the experimental results of Battaglia et al. [7] on the Rutherford
backscattering (RBS) study of 600 keV Kr+ induced annealing and damage accumulation in
Si crystals with pre-existing disorder produced by low dose 150 keV Au ions support the r(t)
dependence given by Eq. (4). However, using such RBS results to test the theoretical result is
rather complicated because 150 keV Au ions create a-zones with a relatively broad radius
distribution. Consequently, the approach developed below is recommended.
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3. Zone Size Distribution
During elevated temperature bombardment of Si monocrystals by heavy or intermediate mass
ions, a-zones are generated directly in collision (sub)cascades and dynamically annealed at the
same time. To my knowledge, this process has not been described theoretically in the literature
and, hence, is considered below.

The radius distribution of a-zones is proposed to be governed by the following kinetic partial
differential equation:

at y at J or

where f(r,i) is the a-zone radius distribution function (f(r,f)-dr represents the instantaneous
concentration of a-zones with r e [r, r+dr]); G(r) is the a-zone generation function which is
assumed to have a maximum and meet the following requirements: G(r) —> 0 when r —» 0, <». The
latter limit (r —» °°) is quite obvious, while the former limit (r —> 0) comes from TEM
measurements of the a-zone radius distribution after ion bombardment [8,9] and is consistent with
the simple vacancy out-diffusion model for a-zone formation [19].

A number of analytical functions G(r) meet the conditions given above, one of the possible
functions being

G{r) = A-r-exp(-r/Rmyh(t>Kr-r0), (6)

where A and Rm are the parameters describing a-zone generation, and h(x) is the Heaviside's
function (h(x) = 0 for x < 0, and h(x) = 1 for x > 0). With dr/dt and G(r) in the forms of Eqs. (2)
and (6) the solution of the differential equation (5) in the stationary regime for the case when a-
zone formation and dynamic annealing are balanced gives

/(r,oo) = (2-A-RJa)-exV(-r/Rmy[r2 + 2-r-Rm + 2-Rm
2]. (7)

It is assumed in Eq. (7) that all temperature dependencies are contained in the factor (1-A-RJa).

In a number of cases it is convenient to describe the real continuous a-zone radius distribution by
the average radius <r>, which can be easily calculated provided that/(r,f) is known, although its
direct experimental determination during elevated temperature ion bombardment is rather
difficult. Equation (7) gives <r> = 2-Rm, which coincides with the mean radius for the proposed
generation function (Eq. (6)). This result seems rather surprising: <r> is independent of
temperature, which, on the other hand, is consistent with recent results of the computer simulation
of ion beam induced epitaxial crystallization and amorphization in Si where all disordered regions
generated and dynamically annealed during ion irradiation were assumed to be described by a
certain average radius [15]. Moreover, using several algebraic and exponential G(r) functions and
Eq. (5), we have shown that <r> is temperature independent and greater or equal to the mean
radius for the generation function. The latter feature is determined by the simple fact that the
zones with smaller radii anneal faster than those with bigger ones. The obtained <r(T)> behavior,
however, is due to the assumed simple form for dr/dt (Eq. (2)). More complex analytical dr/dt
expressions have been shown to give a weak temperature dependence of the average a-zone radius
in the stationary regime.

As mentioned above, in order to describe the RBS results on the ion beam induced annealing of
the pre-existing damage produced by heavy ion bombardment [7], one should take into account
the a-zone radius distribution. In this case, Eq. (5) can be used with G(r) = 0 and the following
obvious initial and boundary conditions: f(°°,t) = 0 and/(r,0) = G\(r)-tu where G\(r) is the a-zone
generation function for heavy ions, and t\ is the time of irradiation by heavy ions. For example,
Eq. (5) with the initial a-zone distribution, G\(r)-t\, given in the form of Eq. (6) yields:

f (r,t) = A • tl sjr2 + at exp
•yjr2 + at

R m

(8)

which can be used to fit the effective number of scattering centers obtained by RBS. Nevertheless, this
approach only seems to be useful to test the dr/dt dependence if we know the numerical values of A
and Rm. The exact determination of these parameters is difficult due to the ill-posed nature of this
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mathematical problem, given the accuracy of the experimental results and the theoretical
assumptions made.

4. Conclusions
The understanding of a-zone evolution during ion bombardment is of great importance in micro-
and nanoelectronics. In such applications, amorphous region generation and simultaneous
annealing should be taken into account for a correct prediction of the damage distribution and for
a correct consideration of radiation damage processes in general.

In order to verify the theoretical results presented in this report, the following experiments could
be proposed.
(1) TEM study of the stabilized a-zone size distribution after heavy ion bombardment at different
temperatures.
(2) In situ TEM study of isolated a-zone evolution (zone shrinkage and growth) during ion /
electron irradiation. It should be noted that the work reported by Jencic el al. [20,21] was more
focused on the a-zone shrinkage in Si during irradiation by electrons with the energy lower than
the threshold energy required to produce atomic displacements.

(3) In situ TEM study of the a-zone radius distribution during heavy ion bombardment at elevated
temperatures for the case when a-zone production and dynamic annealing are balanced.
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